EQUIPMENT : DRIVING SHOES

Comfort, control and style...
Why driving shoes matter.

You wouldn’t play basketball in a pair of penny loafers, so why drive long
distances in a pair of hiking boots? Driving a car is a specialized activity,
just like shooting hoops, hiking, boating, jogging or closing a deal in the
boardroom. And to do it right, you need the right equipment.
Studies have shown that wearing the wrong shoes while driving can
actually increase the likelihood of an accident. Men’s hard-soled shoes and
ladies’ high heels can easily slip off the pedals, while hiking boots and other clunky
shoes can snag between them. At the very least, it’s uncomfortable. At worst, it’s unsafe.
That’s why a good pair of driving shoes is essential for safety, smoothness and style
behind the wheel.
These shoes feature sleek tread patterns that give you the proper feel you
need for heel-and-toe downshifts. Tidy sole sides prevent shoes from
snagging on the pedals, and specially-formed heel supports keep your feet
properly positioned for acceleration and braking. Plus, they look great and
provide hours of walking comfort.
AutoSport says its own employees are split between these two: some prefer
Piloti shoes, which combine an athletic look with the precise feel of a
professional racing shoe. Others prefer the top-quality leather construction
and “business casual” styling of H.S. Trask. But they’re all impressed with
the in-car control and in-office comfort these shoes provide.
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Piloti Driving Shoes from AutoSport
From the Mulsanne Straight to the Pacific Coast Highway, Piloti Driving
Shoes are known for the comfort and control they give you behind the wheel.
Piloti’s patented Roll Control heel technology makes these shoes a comfortable on
the tarmac as they are behind the wheel.
The Spyder SV has a low-cut design and a super-fast toggle lacing system (regular
laces are included, too). Choose from four styles Suede uppers except
White/Black, which is smooth leather.
The Prototipo moves the mid-sole inside the shoe for a
sleeker look. With premium suede uppers and a special reinforcement on the right shoe for proper heel-and-toe
downshifting. Five styles to choose from.
The innovative design of the Stradale CL features premium
leathers and suedes, with a wide-set lacing system that provides
comfort for a variety of foot types. Four styles to choose from.
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H.S. Trask Driving Shoes from AutoSport
No matter where your travels take you, you’ll arrive in comfort and style with these
leather driving shoes from H.S. Trask.
The sleek Driving Moc II offers the comfort of a traditional driving moc, but
in a dressier style. In Light Brown, Cordovan and Black.
The lace-up Guide gives you casual comfort at the wheel and style in the
office. In Brown or Loden Green
Both feature a specially-designed sole that grips your car’s pedals,
and a wrap-around heel pad to prevent scuffs. Cushioned heel and
forefoot areas add walking comfort, while moisture-wicking
upper linings and “airport friendly” shanks make them perfect
for everyday wear. And if you use custom orthotics, you’ll love
the removable footbeds. ■
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